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ZEONS

SUSTAINABLE FUNDS

INVEST IN GREEN FUTURE

ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS help you save for your
future without compromising the planet. Instead, you
can invest in ZEONS FINANCE fossil fuel free mutual
fund that seek competitive returns and aim to invest in
environmental innovators.
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS is proud to be the first
and only family of diversified, responsible fossil fuel
free mutual funds.
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS uses a set of negative
and positive screens for each fund so you can align
your investments with your support of clean air, nontoxic water and a stable environment.

WHY CHOOSE ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS?

ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS provides a triple-green approach to pursue competitive returns so you can be
confident that you are investing in sustainable organizations.

Our mission is to provide people who care about the environment a way to invest for their future. We analyse an
organization’s financial performance and thoroughly screen companies for their environmental criterions. We also
use our power as shareholders to advocate that companies grow their ecological policies and practices and help
lessen shareholder risk.

Planting new beginning

Our Funds…

 BALANCED FUND
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE BALANCED FUND seeks capital growth and income from a
diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds, which meet ZEONS FINANCE standards for
environmental responsibility. The fund also seeks to invest in well managed companies
that are leaders and innovators, attempt to maximize their ecological advantages and
minimize their ecological risks.

ZEONS believes that companies that are environmentally accountable could enjoy
competitive advantages with cost and liability reductions, quality improvements,
profitability enhancements, and access to new and expanding growth markets. Such
companies may also gain from strong relationships with their stakeholders.

ZEONS balanced fund also gives retail investors access to an institutional quality
investment process

 EQUITY FUND
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE EQUITY FUND pursues to attain long-term total return that
matches the performance of an index comprised of the stocks of companies selected
based on environmental, social and governance criteria.

ZEONS also believes that companies that curtail their negative environmental
impact and follow governance criterions could enjoy competitive benefits including
cost and liability reductions, profitability enhancements, quality improvements, and
access to new and intensifying growth markets.

“Let’s Go Green TOGETHER”

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT STRATEGY

The Balanced Fund is an actively managed fund comprised of stocks and bonds. The Fund typically holds in multi-cap stocks and investment grade quality
bonds. Our risk-adjusted performance benefits from combining multiple sources of investment insight within a risk management framework.
The Fund seeks to invest in well managed companies that are leaders and innovators, strive to maximize their environmental advantages and minimize their
environmental risks.To select the stocks for investment, the portfolio managers at the sub-advisor Zeons Asset Management use rigorous financial analysis
that employs a “growth at a reasonable price” discipline. The portfolio managers use similar financial and environmental criteria in selecting bonds in an
effort to modulate the Fund’s overall level of investment risk and exposure to business, economic, and interest rate trends. The portfolio managers also
seek to invest in green bonds that support energy efficiency and emissions reductions programs through domestic and international corporations and
agencies.
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND believes that companies that are environmentally responsible could enjoy competitive advantages including cost and liability
reductions, quality improvements, profitability enhancements, and access to new and expanding growth markets. Such companies may also gain from
strong relationships with their stakeholders.The Balanced Fund also gives retail investors access to an institutional quality investment process from Zeons
Asset Management, a leader in socially responsible investing.

OUR INVESTMENTS

INVEST WITH US…
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUNDS offers a number of account
options for investing in funds. The most common are
Retirement Accounts and Regular Investment Accounts. You
may invest exclusively in one fund or divided your
investment between the two funds. Also, you may open an
account online and enjoy our services.

FOSSIL FUEL FREE INVESTING

ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is dedicated to addressing the serious environmental and social issues of our time through
sustainable investing in capital markets. Our view of sustainability is comprehensive: environmental sustainable practices, social
justice and freedom of expression are all part of a sustainable world. We strive to use the power of private capital to support and
promote a just, sustainable world.

You care about the planet.
But, without realizing it, you may be supporting the very companies that are driving climate change. The fact is that most mutual
funds invest in coal, oil and fracking companies. Instead, you can invest in Zeons Sustainable Equity Fund and Zeons Sustainable
Balance Fund, which are two complete fossil fuel free mutual funds.Both funds seek competitive returns and aim to invest in
environmental innovators.

ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is proud to be the first and only family of diversified, responsible fossil fuel free mutual funds.

Principal Investment Strategies:
The Fund invests primarily in the stocks and bonds of environmentally responsible and sustainable U.S. companies, many of which
also make positive environmental contributions. There is no predetermined percentage of assets allocated to either stocks or bonds,
although the Fund will generally invest at least 25% of its net assets in bonds and may not invest more than 75% of its net assets in
stocks. The Fund seeks to promote environmentally responsible corporate behaviour; a cleaner environment and a sustainable
economy by investing its assets in companies that the Fund’s Adviser, Zeons Sustainable Equity Fund Capital Management, believes
are environmentally responsible and sustainable. ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND applies rigorous selection criteria to identify such
companies, which may include, but are not limited to, those that:


Demonstrate a commitment to preserving and enhancing the environment as evidenced by the products they make and the
services they provide



Strive to achieve clean environmental records and openly disclose their policies and performance on critical environmental
criteria



Make positive contributions toward actively promoting a healthier environmental future, including companies that produce
renewable energy products and those that offer effective remedies for existing environmental problems



Respond positively to shareholder advocacy on environmental issues

INVESTING WITH AN IMPACT

Zeons believe that companies that reduce or avoid costly environmental risks may hold greater long-term value for shareholders.
That’s why Zeons Sustainable Fund Capital Management has used its leverage as a shareholder to advocate for increased corporate
environmental responsibility for over decades.
Our investments are intended to make a positive and sustainable impact either by directly financing private initiatives supporting
sustainability or indirectly by supporting public companies that are contributing to the change for the better. As such, we go well
beyond the common approach of simply screening out negative investments to actively seek out leaders in every industry and to
provide them with the capital they need to grow.

Here’s how ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is putting your investments to work for your values:

CURBING CLIMATE CHANGE
Palm oil is the most widely used vegetable oil in the world, but unfortunately it has usually come from plantations that were created
by burning down rainforests in Southeast Asia. This destruction releases significant carbon pollution and destroys the habitat for
endangered animals such as orangutans. ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND pressures to only purchase palm oil that is grown without
destroying tropical forests – and created precedent-setting agreements that we are pressing more companies to sign this year.

PROMOTING CLEAN ENERGY
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND does not invest in coal, oil or gas corporations, choosing to instead invest in renewable energy and
energy efficiency companies as one way to promote clean energy. In addition, ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is working to avoid
using fuel.

SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND successfully stoped usage of pig gestation crates on factory farms and advocated the genetically
modified organisms (GMOs). Now, ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is pressing meat producers and sellers to stop using antibiotics
in meat and label products that contain GMOs.

PROTECTING OUR WATER
Fracking threatens our water supply by using massive quantities of water and then often contaminating it with cancer-causing
chemicals. ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND is pressuring companies to minimize fresh water use and capture leaks of methane gas, a
potent greenhouse gas.

ELIMINATING TOXIC CHEMICALS
ZEONS SUSTAINABLE FUND'S work to eliminate toxic chemicals and focus only on environmental sustainability.

CALLING FOR CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
Zeons Sustainable Fund's call for corporate accountability, in order to stop using shareholder dollars to oppose laws requiring GMO
labeling. Moving forward, we will continue to counter the flood of corporate money unleashed by Citizens United by asking more
companies to report or refrain from political spending.

Lead the way for the next generation of world changing ideas, solutions and products.

CONTACT DETAILS
8677 Villa La Jolla dr. unit 1125
La Jolla California 92037
United States Of America
858-255-0071

